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1. intro to music notation:
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Got any queries?.. drop me a line!
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Mel

VCE Music books & resources:
www.melmusic.net

5. diatonic harmony:
diatonic harmony introduction
cadences
chord progressions
chord progression transcription

melodic transcription introduction
unit 1 - missing notes
unit 2 - transcriptions

Big thanks to Sonny for writing ʻMontuno
Mojoʼ and some of the melodic exercises.
Also to Jo Laurance/Muhrer. To Andrew
Chua for the keyboard pics - thanks bro!
Thanks also to VCAA and the numerous
teachers who support this resource.
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4. chords:
the chords
major triad
minor triad
diminished & augmented triads
dominant 7th chord

Contemporary Voice information & tips
www.melindaceresoli.com
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6. rhythmic transcription
rhythmic transcription introduction
unit 1 - missing notes
unit 1 & 2 - ʻalternativesʻ
unit 2 - 2-bar transcriptions

1&2

You might be new to music theory and still
have more questions or maybe youʼre a
seasoned professional who could
memorise entire scores at the age of three.
Whatever your musical background, work
through the exercises on a regular basis to
get the most out of the course.

3. intervals:
the intervals
major & perfect intervals
minor intervals
diminished & augmented
intervals in melodies

Unit

This book is for you!
This book is aimed to assist you and hold
your hand throughout Units 1 & 2 VCE
Music Performance. Essentially, if you
learn everything in this book, youʼll not only
be on your way to becoming a fantabulous
musician - youʼll also be ready to tackle
Units 3 & 4.

2. scales & keys:
the scales
major scale
key signatures
natural minor scale
harmonic minor scale
melodic minor scale
chromatic scale
major pentatonic scale
minor pentatonic scale
blues scale
tonalities
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7. melodic transcription
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